
PEER REVIEW HISTORY 

BMJ Open publishes all reviews undertaken for accepted manuscripts. Reviewers are asked to 

complete a checklist review form (http://bmjopen.bmj.com/site/about/resources/checklist.pdf) and 

are provided with free text boxes to elaborate on their assessment. These free text comments are 

reproduced below.   
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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Margaret R. Hammerschlag, MD 
State University of New York Downstate Medical Center  
USA 

REVIEW RETURNED 23-Aug-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Well written, meticulously done study confirming that trachoma 
strains are not found in the genital tract, thus unlikely to be sexually 
transmitted. These data are similar to earlier studies from Egypt 
published in the 1980s. The issue of whether a child with trachoma 
can "auto-inoculate" their genital tract from the eye appears to be a 
mainly Australian concern. It's more likely to go the other way. Also, 
prenatal screening and treatment of pregnant women has had a 
dramatic effect on reducing perinatal chlamydial infection in the US, 
including conjunctivitis, pneumonia and vaginal or rectal infection.  
 
The author should include the 2015 CDC STD Treatment Guidelines 
as reference (MMWR 2015;64 (No. RR-3):1-140.), which includes 
updated recommendations on chlamydia testing in children being 
evaluated for suspected sexual abuse. There will also be a detailed 
position paper published in Clin Infect Dis.  

 

REVIEWER julius schachter 
UCSF  
San Francisco, CA  
USA 

REVIEW RETURNED 24-Sep-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS This study seems to have been well done, and uses efficient typing 
methods. The problem is that it supplies the solution to a problem 
that may not exist. The authors want to allay any concerns that 
recovery of trachoma serovars from the genital tract would reflect 
sexual abuse, suggesting that such could reflect autoinoculation 
from ocular sources, or contamination. But there are no studies on 
specimens from presumed sexual abuse of children, nor is there any 
convincing example from the literature that this is a common 
problem. So the authors have studied the genital tract genotypes 
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circulating in their population, and conclude that because trachoma 
genovars are not found in this material, they would not support 
sexual abuse allegations if found in the genital tracts of abused 
children. This assumes that abusers reflect the genovar distribution 
in the population....maybe? But if the presumed autoinoculation of 
the genital tract, with trachoma genovars actually occurs, why could 
it not occur in an adult....who then could transmit via abuse within 
the family....certainly far farfetched, but ???? Bottom line....typing 
genital tract specimens should should be done with matched pairs 
from likely abuser, and victim, whenever possible. This paper would 
be better presented as a study of types prevalent in genital tract 
specimens within these communities, without the sexual abuse 
slant.  

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer: 1  

Reviewer Name: Margaret R. Hammerschlag, MD Institution and Country: State University of New 

York Downstate Medical Center, USA  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below  

 

Well written, meticulously done study confirming that trachoma strains are not found in the genital 

tract, thus unlikely to be sexually transmitted. These data are similar to earlier studies from Egypt 

published in the 1980s. The issue of whether a child with trachoma can "auto-inoculate" their genital 

tract from the eye appears to be a mainly Australian concern. It's more likely to go the other way. 

Also, prenatal screening and treatment of pregnant women has had a dramatic effect on reducing 

perinatal chlamydial infection in the US, including conjunctivitis, pneumonia and vaginal or rectal 

infection.  

 

The author should include the 2015 CDC STD Treatment Guidelines as reference (MMWR 2015;64 

(No. RR-3):1-140.), which includes updated recommendations on chlamydia testing in children being 

evaluated for suspected sexual abuse.  

 

Response: this reference has been added.  

 

There will also be a detailed position paper published in Clin Infect Dis.  

 

Reviewer: 2  

Reviewer Name: Julius Schachter  

Institution and Country: UCSF, San Francisco, CA, USA.  

 

Please leave your comments for the authors below  

 

This study seems to have been well done, and uses efficient typing methods. The problem is that it 

supplies the solution to a problem that may not exist. The authors want to allay any concerns that 

recovery of trachoma serovars from the genital tract would reflect sexual abuse, suggesting that such 

could reflect autoinoculation from ocular sources, or contamination. But there are no studies on 

specimens from presumed sexual abuse of children, nor is there any convincing example from the 

literature that this is a common problem. So the authors have studied the genital tract genotypes 

circulating in their population, and conclude that because trachoma genovars are not found in this 

material, they would not support sexual abuse allegations if found in the genital tracts of abused 

children. This assumes that abusers reflect the genovar distribution in the population....maybe? But if 

the presumed autoinoculation of the genital tract, with trachoma genovars actually occurs, why could 
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it not occur in an adult....who then could transmit via abuse within the family....certainly far farfetched, 

but ???? Bottom line....typing genital tract specimens should should be done with matched pairs from 

likely abuser, and victim, whenever possible. This paper would be better presented as a study of 

types prevalent in genital tract specimens within these communities, without the sexual abuse slant.  

Response: Professor Schachter raises points that illustrate the challenges in investigations of 

possible child sexual abuse. The complexities of this field mean that research questions have to be 

rigorously defined, and the limitations clearly identified. In our study, we have made it very clear that 

the question is: “are ocular genotypes of C. trachomatis circulating in sexual networks in remote 

Northern Australia?”  

Regarding the comment that this is a problem that may not exist: Given that it is well known that 

transmission of C. trachomatis from the UGT to the eye is well established, it is plausible that 

transmission or contamination can occur in the reverse direction. It is true that this mode of self –

inoculation is a problem that may not (currently) exist, but given the extreme sensitivities regarding 

investigation of possible sexual abuse, investigation is justified, especially given that trachoma is still 

present in remote northern Australia. As is pointed out in the manuscript, there is a social justice 

element to this study, in that regarding an ocular C. trachomatis genotype in a paediatric UGT 

specimen as an equivalent trigger for a child protection investigation as a UGT genotype is potentially 

unjust and could contribute to the stereotyping of the Australian Indigenous population. Our study 

provides a valuable comparison point for genetic analyses of any C. trachomatis material associated 

with actual child protection investigations.  

Regarding the comment: ‘This assumes that abusers reflect the genovar distribution in the 

population”. Our response is that this question is beyond the scope of the study. Nevertheless, the 

usual understanding of the term sexual abuse is that it is perpetrated by post-pubescents against pre-

pubescents. At a population level it is most unlikely that STI transmission to victims would in general 

not reflect the strain distribution in the general population  

Regarding the comment that autoinoculation could occur in adults: Our response is that we do not 

regard autoinoculation in adults as impossible and it certainly occurs in the direction UGT to eyes. 

The reason that autoinoculation from trachoma infections to the UGT may be less likely in adults than 

in children is that trachoma in adults is primarily a hypersensitivity disease with very low loads of C. 

trachomatis, while in children the disease is more akin to an active conjunctivitis. In any case this 

would only be a potential confounding factor if we had found ocular genotypes in UGT specimens. 

The fact we did not means that we obtained no evidence for circulation of UGT genotypes in sexual 

networks or autoinoculation from eyes to the UGT in post-pubescent people.  

Regarding the comment that the paper would be better presented without the sexual abuse slant: We 

do not agree. The “sexual abuse slant” was the rationale for the study and we feel that it would not be 

transparent if this were not made clear. We feel that this paper clearly outlines the rationale, 

conclusions and limitations in a manner that adds significantly to the conceptual framework and will 

facilitate further research and research translation in this area. 
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